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Amtico Click

An introduction 
to Click

Amtico Click is a simple, 
straight-forward and 
versatile click-vinyl that’s 
easy and quick to install.  
It can be fitted over  
Amtico Underlay-19 and 
there’s no need to use 
adhesive, making it a  
really appealing option.
There’s no compromise on 
style either. With an authentic 
range of wood and stone 
effect products to choose 
from, a beautiful floor is just  
a few clicks away.

Amtico Click. Style that simply fits.
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Left: White Ash - SC5W2540 
Above: Dusky Walnut - SC5W2542Wood

Why we love wood... 
Perfect for either traditional or 
contemporary homes, there’s an Amtico 
Click wood flooring for everyone. From 
deep, dark, dusky shades to bright and 
pale oak, the colour palette is on-trend 
and versatile. 

Amtico Click / Wood Amtico Click / Wood 

Whatever your taste  
and design style, Amtico 
Click has an authentic 
looking wooden flooring 
solution you’ll love. 
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1. Featured Oak - SC5W2533 
Tick Grain finish 

2. New England Oak - SC5W2527 
Tick Grain finish

3. Sun Bleached Oak - SC5W2531  
Barnwood finish

4. Honey Oak - SC5W2504   
Tick Grain finish

Perfect for... 
Creating a simple and elegant finish, 
light woods work well in contemporary 
or traditional schemes. In a large space, 
pair light wood against darker walls or 
surfaces for a feeling of natural continuity 
which doesn’t look too stark. When used 
in smaller rooms, light wood will really 
help to open up the space.

For a traditional finish, try Honey Oak or 
New England Oak to bring a charm to 
the space.

Lovely
Lights

Amtico Click / Wood Amtico Click / Wood 
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5. Nordic Oak - SC5W2550   
Tick Grain finish

6. Black Walnut - SC5W2534   
Tick Grain finish

7. Chapel Oak - SC5W3014 
Barnwood finish

8. Dry Cedar - SC5W2535  
Barnwood finish

Perfect for... 
Bringing a touch of classic elegance, 
whether smooth and glossy or textured 
and rustic. While darks may seem the 
obvious choice for large spaces, they bring 
cosiness and depth to smaller spaces.

Warm darks such as Black Walnut bring a 
contemporary and clean finish, whereas the 
authentic, country finish of Dry Cedar adds 
artisan charm.  

Classic
Darks

Need Honey Oak image

Amtico Click / Wood Amtico Click / Wood 
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Left: Ceramic Ecru - SC5S3592 
Above: Wave Slate Black - SC5S2602Stone

Why we love stone... 
With its effortless style and 
contemporary finish, stone remains 
a popular choice for flooring. From a 
rugged travertine finish to a smooth, 
sleek slate, easy-to-fit Click has 
something for everyone.

Amtico Click / Stone Amtico Click / Stone

Stunning stone 
flooring for the perfect 
contemporary finish.
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1. Ceramic Ecru - SC5S3592 
Deep Ceramic finish 

2. Wave Slate Black - SC5S2602   
Riven finish

3. Monmouth Slate - SC5S7501   
Riven finish

4. Crema Travertine - SC5S6101   
Riven finish

Our favourite stones... 
The soft stone tones of Ceramic Ecru 
and Crema Travertine are our  
favourite ways to light up a floor. 

Bring the dark force home with Wave 
Slate Black and Monmouth Slate 
for a sleek and stylish finish.

Simple
Stones

Amtico Click / Stone Amtico Click / Stone
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5. Ceramic Frost - SC5S6100   
Deep Ceramic finish

6. Ceramic Ecru - SC5S3592   
Deep Ceramic finish

7. Crema Travertine - SC5S6101 
Riven finish

8. Noche Travertine - SC5S4590 
Riven finish

A real classic... 
Fresh, light and bright, these  
ever-popular floors are timeless and 
versatile. From the cool, contemporary 
finish of ceramics to the authentic, rustic 
appearance of travertine, these classic 
floors remain steadfast in their beauty 
and elegance.

The
Classics

Amtico Click / Stone Amtico Click / Stone
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Amtico Click Stones are available in 303.1 x 607.2mm (12 x 24”) tiles.
Visit amtico.com for detailed size availability.

Amtico Click Woods are available in 178.1 x 1244.6mm (7 x 49”) planks. 
Visit amtico.com for detailed size availability.

Ceramic Frost - SC5S6100  
Deep Ceramic finish

Ceramic Ecru - SC5S3592  
Deep Ceramic finish

Crema Travertine - SC5S6101  
Riven finish

Noche Travertine - SC5S4590  
Riven finish

Monmouth Slate - SC5S7501  
Riven finish

Wave Slate Black - SC5S2602  
Riven finish

Stone

White Ash - SC5W2540 
Barnwood finish

Sun Bleached Oak - SC5W2531 
Barnwood finish

Dry Cedar - SC5W2535 
Barnwood finish

Featured Oak - SC5W2533 
Tick Grain finish

Honey Oak - SC5W2504  
Tick Grain finish

New England Oak - SC5W2527  
Tick Grain finish

Nordic Oak - SC5W2550  
Tick Grain finish

Dusky Walnut - SC5W2542  
Tick Grain finish

Black Walnut - SC5W2534  
Tick Grain finish

Chapel Oak - SC5W3014  
Barnwood finish

Wood

Amtico Click / Wood Amtico Click / Stone
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Wear & Care

Installation
Amtico Click can be installed over most existing hard floor 
surfaces and subfloors that are solid, smooth and dry.

Do not install Click floors outdoor or in areas with large 
temperature fluctuations or excessive direct heat, for 
example in unheated rooms, conservatories or direct sun 
through south facing patio doors. 

Allow expansion gaps of 5mm at the perimeter and around 
any fixed object. Amtico Underlay-19 provides a 19dB 
sound improvement — only Amtico underlays should be 
used. Suitable for use with underfloor heating.

Preparation
Preparation is key and will ensure your Click flooring looks 

the best it can be. It is vitally important to make sure the 
base is smooth and flat before you start to install the floor. 
If desired, undercut door frames for a perfect fit. 

Fitting The Flooring
If you decide to put down Amtico underlay, fit this first 
placing the outside of the roll facing down. Next lay  
the first plank of flooring with the tongue side facing  
the wall as per step 4. Continue to lay the flooring  
as per steps 5-10.

Finishing Your Floor
Once you’ve finished laying your Click flooring, refit the 
skirting board or fix the edge trim to the wall as shown in 
steps 11 and 12. InsTALLATIOn 17

Step 1 
The base should be smooth and flat

Step 5
fitting of second tile

Step 8
fitting of additional planks in

second row

Step 11
Refitting of skirting board with

hidden expansion gap

Step 2 (optional)
undercutting of door frames

Step 6
Cutting and fitting of final

plank in first row

Step 9
Measure and cut final row of planks 

allowing for expansion gap

Step 12
fixing edge trim to wall

Step 3
Laying of Amtico underlay-19. Outside 
of roll should be placed facing down.

Leave a minimum of 200mm 
between end joints when laying the 
next row to ensure a random e�ect

200mm

Step 7 (optional)
use of offcut from previous row

Step 10
pullbar and rubber mallet can be used 

for final row of planks, ensuring a  
expansion gap

Tile Orientation

Spacer
Wall

Step 4
 Laying of first plank with tongue side 

facing wall using spacers
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Step 5
Fit the second plank

Step 7 (optional)
Use offcut from previous row

Step 6
Cut and fit the final plank in the 
first row
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Step 8
Fit additional planks in the
second row
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Step 10
Pullbar and rubber mallet  
can be used for the final row  
of planks, ensuring an 
expansion gap

Step 9
Measure and cut the final row 
of planks, allowing for an 
expansion gap
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Step 11
Refit the skirting board with 
expansion gap hidden

Step 12
Fix the edge trim to the wall 
to hide the expansion gap if 
skirting board was not removed
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Step 1
Make sure the base is smooth 
and flat

Step 3
Lay Amtico Underlay-19. 
Outside of the roll should be 
placed facing down

Step 2 (optional)
Undercut the door frame

Step 4
Lay the first plank with tongue 
side facing wall using spacers

Technical Specification
Click: Wood Size (Straight Grain)

Product Name Product Code Surface Finish Bevel Tile Thickness 
(mm)

Wear Layer 
Thickness (mm)

VQ UP
178.1 x 1244.6mm / 7 x 49” 303.1 x 607.2mm / 12 x 24”

White Ash SC5W2540 Barnwood Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Sun Bleached Oak SC5W2531 Barnwood Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Dry Cedar SC5W2535 Barnwood Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Featured Oak SC5W2533 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Honey Oak SC5W2504 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

New England Oak SC5W2527 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Nordic Oak SC5W2550 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Dusky Walnut SC5W2542 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Chapel Oak SC5W3014 Barnwood Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Black Walnut SC5W2534 Tick Grain Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Click: Stone Size (Straight Grain)

Product Name Product Code Surface Finish Bevel Tile Thickness 
(mm)

Wear Layer 
Thickness (mm)

VQ UP
178.1 x 1244.6mm / 7 x 49” 303.1 x 607.2mm / 12 x 24”

Ceramic Frost SC5S6100 Deep Ceramic Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Ceramic Ecru SC5S3592 Deep Ceramic Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Crema Travertine SC5S6101 Riven Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Noche Travertine SC5S4590 Riven Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Monmouth Slate SC5S7501 Riven Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Wave Slate Black SC5S2602 Riven Y 5.0 0.55 Y

Care
Avoid using aerosol sprays and other silicone based 
products, as overspray can leave a residue and make  
the floor slippery.

Use Amtico Entrance Matting at all external doorways. 
This will help reduce the chance of water, excess grit,  
dirt, small stones and other debris being walked onto  
the floor. Some rubber backed matting can cause 
permanent staining.

Spillages should be wiped up immediately. Residues of 
oils and greases are potential slip hazards. The affected 
area should be thoroughly cleaned with Amtico  
FloorCare Maintainer, or our ready to use Amtico 
FloorCare Spillage Remover.

Avoid contact with rubber, asphalt, some paints and shoe 
polishes, which can potentially stain your floor.

Do not allow cigarettes, matches or other hot items to  
be deposited on the floor as permanent damage is likely 
to occur.

Amtico floors have good scratch resistance properties. 
However, sharp edges on some items of furniture can 
damage the floor and care should be taken when using 
vacuum cleaners as they may scratch your floor.

The use of furniture cups, felt pads or glides is essential  
to help reduce the risk of scratching your floor.

Do not drag heavy items of furniture across the floor as 
this can result in serious scratch marks. Care should be 
taken with a brand new floor when furniture and other 
appliances are being fitted or placed back into the space.

Castors, furniture cups and other means of load spreading 
will help reduce the risk of indentation to the floor when 
used under heavy load bearing furniture and appliances.

Do not use steam mops as these may damage the planks 
and tiles.

Routine Cleaning
Amtico FloorCare Maintainer
Our concentrated cleaner, with a fresh, citrus aroma for 
routine cleaning.

Amtico FloorCare Spillage Remover
A ready to use cleaner with a citrus aroma. Formulated for 
the convenient removal of spills and other deposits.

We do not advocate the use of other cleaning products, 
as they may not work as efficiently or effectively and may 
cause damage to the floor or leave the surface with a 
slippery residue.

Amtico Click / Installation Amtico Click / Technical Specification and Wear & Care
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Amtico International , UK & European Sales  
Solar Park, Southside, Solihull, West Midlands B90 4SH. 

 +44 (0) 121 745 0800.  samples@amtico.com

MLIT.BRU.C7.V1
amtico.com
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